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1. IntroductIon
With the exponential growth of internet and applications, 
the network threats have increased very significantly. In order 
to protect the network and the systems from the complex 
and varied cyber threats1, the need for an effective defensive 
mechanism is inevitable.
Network intrusion detection systems (NIDS) is a very 
important tool for network administrators in protecting the 
network from cyber threats. Deployable NIDS tools, such as 
Snort and Bro, maintain a database of signatures of those attack 
vectors that have already happened. The incoming traffic to a 
network is checked against these signatures sequentially for 
alerting the administrator in case of a threat. The efficiency 
of such NIDS is limited by the inability of NIDS to detect the 
attack accurately leading to false alarms and the difficulty to 
craft complex rules2.
2. EvolutIon of HybrId ModEls
2.1 need for Hybrid Models
In NIDS domain the complexity of the underlying data 
distribution and the closeness of normal and attack vectors have 
rendered the single classifier system ineffective. Also, Wolpert’s 
no-free-lunch3 concept states that no single component/model 
can satisfy/solve all the problems. The individual components 
such as clustering and classification techniques address 
specific issues. On the other hand, the hybrid model exploits 
the strength of individual components in building a stringent 
hybrid classifier system. 
2.2 Hybrid classifiers
As in4, the hybrid classifiers can be classified into three 
methods, viz., Cluster + single classifier methods, Cascaded 
hybrid methods, and Integrated-based hybrid methods.
The idea behind the hybrid classifiers is to improve the 
accuracy of the model and thereby increase the performance 
of the system5. Most of the hybrid models contain two sub 
components. The first component takes the dataset as input 
and outputs intermediate results whereas the second method 
produces the final results. The usage of clustering as a first 
stage in the hybrid method decimates the bigger dataset into 
finer reduced clusters. This enables the second line of classifiers 
in building a model for the individual clusters and aggregates 
the detection accuracy. In the cascaded hybrid methods, two or 
more classifiers are considered for an effective output result. 
Integrated based hybrid models deploy two different techniques 
where the first method aims at parameter tuning and the second 
method aims at prediction. 
3. MotIvatIon
The usage of data mining techniques has immensely helped 
in analysing the effectiveness and efficiency of NIDS datasets. 
The deployment of single model/classifier based approach has 
become less effective in the changing scenarios. Hence, the 
need for a combined strategy of a hybrid modelling of NIDS is 
inevitable. Such a hybrid model leads to increased performance 
efficiency. The proposed hybrid model is constructed based on 
the individual strengths of clustering, classification, and rule 
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generation techniques there by countering the challenge in 
containing the network threats.  
In the proposed hybrid model a balance is maintained 
between the output of the data mining/machine learning 
techniques and its application in an operational environment6. 
The problems associated with such techniques can be mainly 
attributed to the following:
Excessive amount of training time required in building • 
the mathematical model
Mapping of metrics such as detection rate, false alarms, • 
etc., in a real live network
The proposed hybrid model towards building a NIDS 
addresses the above listed practical issues with the dataset 
based approach.
4. ProPosEd HybrId ModEl
The positioning of the proposed Hybrid NIDS model is 
as shown in fig. 1. The proposed model can be connected 
to the SPAN port of a network switch in promiscuous mode. 
The network traffic is converted into a dataset by mapping the 
network traffic into features using Tstat tool7 and labelled by 
the procedure8.
RIPPER based rule generation•	
The metrics of evaluation such as detection rate, precision, 
recall, etc., prove the efficiency of the classifiers. In an 
operational network the rules/signatures coded in the security 
device prevent the network from malicious packets by checking 
the parameters in the packet(s) against the signatures. RIPPER 
generates a series of rules/signatures by which a particular type 
of attack vector can be recognised. 
4.1 algorithm for Hybrid Model
figure 2 describes the algorithm for developing the 
proposed hybrid model of NIDS. 
figure 1.  architecture of proposed hybrid model of nIds.
Authors proposed work consists of three phases, viz., 
Dirichlet process clustering, naive bayes classifier, and rule/
signature generator. The functionality of the individual models/
components in the proposed hybrid model is as follows:
Dirichlet Process Clustering•	
DP clustering procedure is based on Bayesian mixture 
models9. The input dataset is segregated into different clusters 
based on the underlying data distribution. Hence, there is no 
user defined parameters to initialise the value of k, the number 
of clusters.
Naive Bayes Classifier•	
The Naive Bayes (NB) classifier is a probabilistic model 
based classifier. It has competitively better performance 
and less training cost when compared to the contemporary 
classification models10,11. The main advantage of NB classifier 
is the ability to build a model very quickly and effectively, at 
network speed12. 
figure 2.   algorithm of the proposed hybrid model.
4.2 dirichlet Process clustering
DP clustering performs Bayesian non-parametric mixture 
modelling13. Non-parametric does not mean a parameter less 
model, but a model in which representations grow as more data 
are observed. A probabilistic mixture of a number of models is 
used to explain the observed data. Each data point is assumed 
to have come from one of the models in the mixture but not 
known from which model it came from. The algorithm for 
DP clustering is as shown in fig. 3. Given the observed data 
and the prior distributions of model parameters, the algorithm 
assigns data instance to a model. The process is initialised 
 Input : labelled Dataset 
 Output : Detection Rate of Classifiers, Rules/
Signatures for PSD
 Hybrid_Model(Dataset)
 {
 // Performs DP Clustering algorithm to segregate 
the dataset into different clusters
 // based on the input Model
 [Clus, ClusPoints, ClusCenter, ClusRadius] = 
DPClustering(Dataset, Model, IniClus, Iter)
 
 // Perform Naive Bayes classification
 for each cluster formed from DP clustering
 do
  Separate the data instances into pair-wise 
target-class (pwtc)
     -  pwtc[1] = normal_probe
     -  pwtc[2] = normal_priesc
     -  pwtc[3] = normal flood
 end
 for each pair-wise target-class in the cluster
 do
  [DetectRate, Precision, Recall] = 
NBClasifier(pwtc[i])
 end
 // Perform RIPPER rule extraction algorithm 
 for each pair-wise target-class in the cluster
 do
  [NumRules, Rules] = RuleGen(pwtc[i])
 end
 }
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by considering models at random from a prior distribution of 
models. Then each sample (data instance) is assigned to a model 
based on the degree of fit and probability. The DP clustering 
plays the crucial role of estimating the number of clusters14. 
The result of DP clustering are three, viz., number of samples 
with mixed probabilities, models, and assignment of points to 
models. These samples provide interesting information that are 
lacking in normal clustering algorithm. The number of models, 
having data points assigned, describe the number of clusters the 
dataset support. In15, Incremental Infinite Generalised Dirichlet 
Mixture model with feature Selection is applied on KDD 
CUP’99 and Kyoto datasets for detecting anomalies but does 
not discuss the number of clusters formed and the composition 
of target-class in each cluster.
4.3 naive bayes classifier
The Naive Bayes classification model is one of the most 
popular models because of its simplicity and computation 
efficiency as well as its good performance on datasets. Such 
advantages are inherited from its conditional independence 
assumption property16. One of the leading examples of the 
application of Bayesian methods in IDS is the audit data 
analysis and mining (ADAM)17. Also, Naive Bayes has the 
advantage of having simple structure and efficient learning 
which make it fit for use in NIDS domain18.
The algorithm for Naive Bayes classifier is as shown 
in fig. 4. Naive Bayes model that assumes all variables are 
independent. Bayes classifier is based on the Bayesian rule 
which uses joint probability distribution model for decisions 
about uncertain variables. During the model build phase, the 
prior probabilities are calculated. The prediction of target-class 
label for a test instance is based on the maximum posterior 
probability. The test instance is classified to a target-class that 
has the highest posterior probability. In NIDS dataset, KDD 
CUP’99 has 41 features19 and SSENet-2011 has 28 features.
4.4 rIPPEr rule Generation
RIPPER, an advanced version of incremental reduced 
error pruning (IREP) algorithm, increases the accuracy of 
ruleset by revising or replacing the individual rules20. RIPPER 
algorithm has two phases, viz., the building stage and the 
optimisation stage. The building stage can be further divided 
into growing phase and pruning phase. In the growing phase, 
the rule is grown incrementally by adding conditions to the 
rule until it is accurate. The phase continues for every attribute/
feature based on the condition of highest information gain. In 
the next sub phase, pruning phase, each rule is pruned as long 
as the accuracy of the rule increases. In the optimisation stage, 
for each rule, R, for each target-class, the dataset is split afresh 
into growing and pruning sets. The data instances are removed 
that are not covered by the rules and are added to a newly split 
data. Growing and pruning phases are again applied on the 
newly formed dataset. The rules so generated are added to the 
resultant ruleset.
5. ExPErIMEnts and rEsults 
The three different components of the hybrid model were 
applied sequentially on the two NIDS datasets, viz., SSENet-
2011 and KDD CUP’99. The procedure involved the application 
of the Dirichlet Process clustering for segregating the dataset 
into different clusters based on the underlying distribution of 
data. In the second phase, on each cluster the NB classifier was 
applied on pair wise target-classes. for each pair wise target-
class datasets, the metrics such as detection rate, precision, 
recall, ROC area, and execution time were measured. Also, in 
the last phase, the execution of RIPPER algorithm on the pair 
wise target-class subsets provided the rules in differentiating 
figure 4.  naive bayes algorithm.
 DPClustering(Dataset, Model, numIter, numClus)
 {
 Compute DirichletState()
 for each interation 
  build a new array of models
  update DirichletState()
  compute normalised vector of probabilities 
using pdfs
 end
 return clusterSamples
 }
 DirichletState()
 {
 Compute or update parameters for each model
 return adjusted probability for sample x in the kth 
model
 }
figure 3.  algorithm for dirichlet process clustering.
 Input:
 Each data instance, X = (x1, x2, x3, ……, xn)   
// n is the number of features
           Target-Class, C = (C1, C2, …… Cm)  
// m target-classes
   Dataset, D = <X, C>
 Output
 To calculate the highest posterior probability, 
  p(Ci/X) such that p(Ci/X) > p(Cj/X); for all
            1≤j≤m and j≠i
 NB_Classifier (Dataset D)
 {
(1) Model Build Phase
• Calculate prior probability of target-classes, 
p(C)
• Calculate conditional probability of data 
instance X, given Ci
( ) ( )1ni k ikp X pc x c== ∏
(2) Test Phase
// To predict the target-class label for test instance X
• for each target-class Ci
 Calculate p(X/Ci) * P(Ci) 
• The data instance X belongs to the target-class 
which has the highest posterior probability
 }
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the attack class from normal class. These rules may be added 
to the RuleSet DB for signature based detection. The number 
of clusters formed for each dataset is as shown in Table 1. The 
Table also indicates the target-class data in each cluster.
5.1 ssEnet-2011
Table 1 shows the number of clusters formed by applying 
the DP clustering technique. The SSENet-2011 dataset was 
clustered into four different clusters. Table 1 also shows 
the distribution of data (target-classes) in the four clusters. 
for a dataset representing a real network it is very difficult 
to distinguish between attack vectors and normal instances. 
The NB classifier classifies the data instances, as shown in 
Table 2, in each cluster and builds the model in less time. The 
RIPPER rules generated for each pair wise target-classes can 
be identified from the last column of the Table. The signatures 
so generated are stored in RuleSet DB for future reference.
5.2 Kdd cuP’99
Table 1 shows that KDD CUP’99 dataset had five 
clusters after the application of DP clustering technique. Upon 
investigation it is found that in three clusters there were only 
normal instances. The clusters, viz., Cluster-0, Cluster-3, and 
Cluster-4, as shown in Table 1, are mono target-class that 
contain only normal instances. Hence, the need for binary 
classification using NB classifier does not arise for Cluster-0, 
Cluster-3, and Cluster-4 of Table 3 and the evaluation metrics 
are kept blank. However, the cluster radius and cluster center 
are well enough to decide whether a future instance falls into the 
cluster or not. The remaining three clusters have data instances 
from all the target-classes. The NB classifier differentiates the 
data instances with a greater accuracy, as in Table 3.
To summarise the experiment, DP Clustering algorithms 
were applied on NIDS datasets such as KDD CUP’99 and 
SSENet-2011. from the experiments it is evident that the 
underlying data distribution models, and hence the number of 
clusters, were different for the datasets.
cluster-Id Pair-wise target-class detection rate Precision recall
roc 
area
Execution 
time (s)
no. of 
rules
Cluster-0 Normal - - - - - -
Cluster-1 Normal-probe 98.78 98.8 98.8 99.8 0.17 7
Normal-priesc 91.60 92.1 91.6 97.9 0.02 6
Normal-flood 96.74 96.8 96.7 98.1 0.02 4
Cluster-2 Normal-probe 99.01 99.0 99.0 99.8 0.10 7
Normal-priesc 97.96 98.2 98.0 99.5 0.07 9
Normal-flood 98.59 98.6 98.6 98.6 0.09 4
Cluster-3 Normal - - - - - -
Cluster-4 Normal - - - - - -
Table 3. Naive Bayes Classifier and Generation of RIPPER rules on KDD CUP’99
cluster-Id Pair-wise target-class 
detection 
rate Precision recall
roc 
area
Execution 
time (s)
no. of 
rules
Cluster-0 Normal-probe 90.13 95.1 90.1 92.9 0.03 6
Normal-priesc 90.27 91.3 90.3 95.6 0.03 9
Normal-flood 99.47 99.5 99.5 99.8 0.03 5
Cluster-1 Normal-probe 96.14 96.6 96.1 97.8 0.06 10
Normal-priesc 88.71 91.7 88.7 93.3 0.06 14
Normal-flood 98.79 99.7 98.8 86.9 0.03 3
Cluster-2 Normal-probe 96.78 97.5 96.8 99.6 2.06 14
Normal-priesc 93.98 96.4 94.0 99.0 1.86 22
Cluster-3 Normal-probe 94.33 95.3 94.3 97.3 0.06 9
Normal-priesc 71.33 84.3 71.3 83.9 0.08 17
Normal-flood 99.06 99.1 99.1 99.1 0.36 9
Table 2. NB Classifier and Generation of RIPPER rules on the clusters of SSENet-2011
dataset no. of 
clusters
data distribution
Cluster No. Target-Classes found
SSENet-2011 4
Cluster-0 normal, probe, priesc, flood
Cluster-1 normal, probe, priesc, flood
Cluster-2 normal, probe, priesc
Cluster-3 normal, probe, priesc, flood
KDD CUP’99 5
Cluster-0 normal
Cluster-1 normal, probe, priesc, flood
Cluster-2 normal, probe, priesc, flood
Cluster-3 normal
Cluster-4 normal
table 1.  dP clustering output on the nIds datasets
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The proposed hybrid technique was compared against the 
existing hybrid methodologies. for performing the comparison, 
the methodology as shown in fig. 5 was considered. The rule 
generator, RIPPER algorithm, was considered the same across 
all the methods. The first and second stages differ across the 
hybrid models. Tables 4 and 5 give the comparison of the 
performance metrics in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, 
execution time, and the rules generated across the four hybrid 
models for SSENet-2011 and KDD CUP’99 datasets.
from the tables it is evident that the proposed model (M4) 
has a better accuracy with much lesser execution time than the 
other three methods. Also, the number of rules generated was 
comparatively lesser than the other three methods. Apparently, 
smaller ruleset size with higher detection rate is more desirable 
in a signature based NIDS.
6. conclusIons
The problems of effective clustering of data instances 
and computational efficiency in the classification process of a 
huge dataset such as NIDS have been addressed and the hybrid 
model consisting of DP Clustering, Naive Bayes classifier, and 
RIPPER rule generator has been proposed as a solution to it. 
The innovations are the usage of DP clustering, Naive Bayes 
classifier, and RIPPER rule generator for the formation of 
distinct data clusters and a computationally efficient classifier. 
The contribution of this paper is a hybrid model combining the 
clustering and classification algorithms in a sequential manner 
for building a robust model. The RIPPER rule generator forms 
signatures that are deployable in a perimeter security device.
The proposed solution has been experimented on the 
SSENet-2011 and KDD CUP’99 frameworks and has been 
compared to the other three different hybrid models. from the 
experiments it is evident that the proposed cascaded hybrid 
model generates smaller ruleset and has a higher detection rate 
compared to other three hybrid models, which are very much 
the desirable properties of a signature based NIDS.
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